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Introduction 
 

The South African Cities Network (SACN) was established in 2002 as a network of South African cities and 

partners that encourages the exchange of information, experience and best practice on urban development and 

city management. Working together with South African cities and partners through research, knowledge sharing, 

peer learning and innovation, the SACN is at the forefront of efforts to achieve the urban futures vision outlined 

in the Integrated Urban Development Framework [IUDF] and the National Development Plan [NDP]. 

 

The SACN overall mandate is to: 

• Promote Good Governance and Management in South African cities 

• Analyse strategic challenges facing South African cities, particularly in the context of global economic 

integration and national development challenges 

• Collect, collate, analyse, assess, disseminate, and apply the experience of large city government in a 

South African context 

• Promote shared-learning partnerships between different spheres of Government to support the 

management of South African cities 

Since its establishment, the South African Cities Network (SACN) has been generating research products in 

support of improved practice in the city governance environment. In pursuing this goal, SACN has worked with 

a range of stakeholders and partners, including national government departments, other knowledge and 

academic institutions, international development cooperation and multinational agencies, NGOs, key 

demographics like youth and community-based organizations (CBOs), among others. 

2022 marks the 20th anniversary of the SACN, which the organization will celebrate with events and activations, 

culminating in the hosting of the Urban Festival in (26-28) October 2022. The 20th anniversary avails an 

opportunity to review SACN’s successes over the years. The occasion also offers the SACN, its  

participating cities and partners the opportunity to reflect on the Network’s contribution and future role in the 

urban development space in South Africa and beyond. The theme for the 20th Anniversary celebrations is, 

‘Transforming Cities Through Policy and Practice’ which aligns to SACN’s mission of building 

better cities by transforming them through knowledge co-creation, learning and 

innovation, partnerships and convening of city practitioner voices. 

As part of reflecting on 20 years of such critical work, SACN would like to take stock, inviting some of its partners, 

supporters and stakeholders over the years (‘SACN alumni’) to provide their perspectives and offer messages 

of support. Their reflections will be condensed into narrative profiles that will be packaged as a digital book, and 

repurposed for other 20th anniversary celebration products. 
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Objectives 
 

SACN seeks a suitably qualified team to design the 20th Celebration book, together with smaller components to 

go on a microsite.  

The book will be digital, translated from content to be developed and handed over by a content team. It will 

comprise images, video footage, sound and written profiles of “SACN alumni” reflecting on how SACN has 

shifted practice, policy & research or what has been achieved by SACN since its inception, towards well 

governed, inclusive, productive, spatially transformed, and sustainable cities.  

Scope of Work 
 

As indicated the project entails various components of work. The appointed design team will be expected to 

work closely with an appointed content production team to source all related content from them and to lay out 

into the digital anniversary book. The content team will also be on standby to provide any guidance on copy.   

The main component comprises the conceptualization, design and layout of a 20th Anniversary Book, based on 

content to be provided. The book is to be hosted on/dowloadable from an SACN Urban Festival microsite.  

The design team is expected to position/present the abovementioned in such a way that it can be repurposed 

for various other products for the Urban Festival and more. For example, the profiles (text and imagery) that will 

form part of the 20th Celebration Anniversary book should be rendered in such a way that they can be blown up 

as posters (A1 size) for the exhibition.  Secondly, the presentation should enable merging with other multimedia 

content (audiovisual and photographic, vignettes, soundbites, and other short form materials to be hosted on 

the SACN Urban Festival microsite.  

Deliverables 
The successful service provider will be required to furnish SACN with  

• 3 design concepts for a book (based on approx. 20 profiles of ‘SACN alumni’ reflections). The book 

should have an elevated look and feel, bearing in mind that it is celebratory, rather than a research 

output. It should borrow from the overall theme of 20th Anniversary Celebrations and the Urban Festival 

as guided by the SACN team  

• ‘SACN alumni’ profiles, taken from the 20th anniversary book, extracted and submitted separately in 

print-ready format (posters for the exhibition) 

• Content for the book laid out based on final selected design concepts  

• Facilitation of the seamless upload the SACN Urban Festival microsite, with the back-end support of an 

SACN resource person   

• All elements submitted (jpeg, shapefiles etc.) to enable future repurposing for PowerPoint presentations 

and other materials  
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Timeframes 
 

The exercise is envisioned to be a 3 – 4 week process beginning mid-September 2022:  

Week 1: (Inception/kick-off): confirmation of the process, proposals from the content team, agreement on 

timeframes etc. and submission of the inception report and contracting.  

Week 2: Development and presentation of the design concepts. Selection of final approved options by SACN + 

handover of initial content by the content team for layout 

Week 3: Review and finalization of the laid-out content 

Week 4: final upload and submission of all components including print-ready poster material  

 

The work should commence on 19 - 23 September 2022 and be completed by 17 – 21 October 2022. 

Expertise Required 
 

Given the nature of the project, it is encouraged that bidders submit proposals as a multidisciplinary team. 

Teams should display relevant experience, technical expertise or capabilities with respect to the following: 

• Graphic design  

• Skilled at working with multimedia elements, condensing them into a cohesive and visually appealing 

product, keeping in mind an elevated celebratory look and feel of the book 

• Ability to work to timeframes and specified outputs 

• Capacity to work interactively and consultatively (will interface both with SACN and the content 

development team) 

Resources & Costing 
 

Quotes should include: 

• Full cost for specification provided, VAT inclusive. This should be clarified and broken down as a rate 

per hour/person day per person. 

• Process and turnaround time 

• Validity period and limitations 
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Bidders are encouraged to be competitive and propose any innovations towards greater value for money. 

The payment schedule will take place in two tranches as 50% at inception and 50% upon completion of the 

project. SACN open to discussing an alternative approach. 

Criteria for Selection 
 

• Applications from interested individuals must provide evidence of the technical capacity to 

undertake this work. This includes capacity to deliver the results in the timeframe provided, as well 

as some indication of prior experience in undertaking similar projects. Service providers are 

required to submit acceptable portfolios of evidence, especially for the individuals working on the 

project.  

• Service providers are welcome to suggest applicable expert informed ideas that fit the purpose of 

this exercise.  

• Knowledge of the work of the SACN may be advantageous.  

• Ongoing consultation with SACN during the process will be required (communication protocols and 

frequency of management meetings to be agreed at inception) 

• Service providers will be expected to liaise with the content development team where relevant 

Bids will be adjudicated on relative value for money gauged against the following criteria:  

• Proposal and methodology quality: 30%  

• Value for Money: 30% 

• Qualification, track record & references of personnel that will work on the project; 20%  

• Diversity & level of ownership and project involvement of Previously Disadvantaged Individuals 

(bidders to provide BBBEE certificates where applicable); 20% 

Applicable terms and conditions 
 

The SACN reserves the right not to reward this contract or to negotiate its terms, subject to circumstances and 

adequacy of submissions. The selection of proposals will be based on the strength and relevance to the 

objectives of the project. This is in addition to the perceived contribution of the submissions to the progressive 

realisation of the programme’s objectives, at the discretion of the SACN. SACN reserves all rights (with 

applicable credits/attribution) to all content produced for this project. 

Submissions & Enquiries 
 

Interested bidders should provide the SACN with: 

• A quotation/detailed cost estimate for the project 
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• Copies of the entire teams’ profiles and CVs 

• Portfolios of previous design work done similar to this project 

 

E-mail any enquiries and your submissions to jabulani@sacities.net by close of business on 

Wednesday 31st August 2022. 
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